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Oestradiol is abundant in the zebra finch auditory forebrain and has the capacity to
modulate neural responses to auditory stimuli with specificity as a result of both hemisphere and sex. Arrhythmic song induces greater ZENK expression than rhythmic song
in the caudomedial nidopallium (NCM), caudomedial mesopallium (CMM) and nucleus
taeniae (Tn) of adult zebra finches. The increases in the auditory regions (i.e. NCM and
CMM) may result from detection of errors in the arrhythmic song relative to the
learned template. In the present study, zebra finches were treated with oestradiol, the
aromatase inhibitor fadrozole or a control and then exposed to rhythmic or arrhythmic
song to assess the effect of oestradiol availability on neural responses to auditory
rhythms. ZENK mRNA was significantly greater in the left hemisphere within the
NCM, CMM and Tn. Main effects of sex were detected in both auditory regions, with
increased ZENK in males in the NCM and in females in the CMM. In the CMM, an effect of hormone treatment also existed. Although no pairwise comparison was statistically significant, the pattern suggested greater ZENK expression in control compared
to both fadrozole- and oestradiol-treated birds. In the NCM, an interaction between
sex and hormone treatment suggested that the sex effect was restricted to control
animals. An additional interaction in the NCM among sex, stimulus rhythmicity and
hemisphere indicated that the strongest effect of laterality was present in males exposed to arrhythmic song. The hormone effects suggest that an optimal level of
oestradiol may exist for processing rhythmicity of auditory stimuli. The overall pattern
for left lateralisation parallels the left lateralisation of language processing in humans
and may suggest that this hemisphere is specialised for processing conspecific vocalisations. The reversed sex differences in the NCM and CMM suggest that males and
females differentially rely on components of the auditory forebrain for processing
conspecific song.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

oestrogen receptors α and β are present in many sensory organs, in-

cluding the olfactory epithelium,4 dorsal root ganglion and cochlea5-7
Oestradiol (E2) influences perceptual systems in a large range of an-

in diverse species. Women with high levels of E2 show attenuation of

imals. The hormone may act at both peripheral and central levels.

auditory event-related potentials in the cortex,8 and auditory evoked

For example, oestrogen receptor α is present in the retina,1-3 and

responses have reduced latencies in the left hemisphere during high E2
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phases of the menstrual cycle.9 Auditory brainstem responses are also

detected in a range of speech and language disorders, such as dys-

10

12

lexia,36 stuttering37 and specific language impairment.38,39 Clarifying

influenced by the E2 levels in rats,

11

rhesus monkeys

and humans.

In zebra finches, the caudomedial nidopallium (NCM), a secondary

the factors that influence neural processing of rhythm should aid

auditory cortical region, and the nucleus taeniae (Tn), a region of the

in understanding these and other disorders involving rhythmic pro-

avian brain that appears analogous to the mammalian medial amyg-

cessing deficits. As a vocal learning species with a naturally rhythmic

dala,

13

14,15

are sites of substantial E2 synthesis and activity.

have abundant expression of aromatase,

16-18

Both areas

the enzyme responsible

song,40 the zebra finch represents a strong model for investigating
rhythm processing.

for the metabolism of E2 from testosterone. The NCM and Tn and, to a

Previous research from our group has investigated the effect of

lesser degree, the caudomedial mesopallium (CMM), another second-

the rhythmicity of song on ZENK responses in the NCM, CMM and

ary auditory region, express both oestrogen receptor α19,20 and the

Tn.41 In all three regions, ZENK expression was increased in adult birds

membrane bound receptor G-protein coupled receptor 30 (GPR30).

21

exposed to song modified to disrupt the natural temporal structure

Microdialysis in the NCM of awake behaving zebra finches reveals a

(arrhythmic) compared to song with the timing unaltered (rhythmic).41

significant increase in E2 concentration during exposure to conspecific

Considering data from humans,42-44 these results were interpreted in

song in both males22 and females.23

terms of the increased activity in the NCM and CMM potentially indi-

The effects of E2 on auditory discrimination in songbirds have

cating errors in arrhythmic song relative to the more natural vocalisa-

been assessed through multiple methodologies. Electrophysiological

tions. Increased activity in Tn may reflect a perception of the singer as

recordings within the zebra finch NCM with simultaneous retrodi-

a poor potential mate.45,46

alysis of E2 showed consistently increased neural responses to con-

specific songs.23-25 The pattern is complicated, however, by increased

To further understand the mechanisms underlying auditory
rhythm discrimination, in the present study, we investigated the

responses to white noise detected in some studies but not others,23-25

potential impacts of E2 on neural ZENK responses to rhythmic

as well as retrodialysis of fadrozole (a potent aromatase inhibitor) re-

and arrhythmic song stimuli by both increasing and decreasing E2

ducing overall responses to sound in one study but not another.23,24,26

availability. We tested both male and female zebra finches aiming

Thus, although E2 within the NCM appears to increase responses to

to determine whether E2 influences increased ZENK responses

conspecific song, its exact influence on auditory selectivity in this re-

to rhythmic and arrhythmic songs previously detected in females

gion is unclear. In seasonally breeding white-throated sparrows, no

compared to males in the CMM.41 We also analysed the right and

differences exist in expression of the immediate early gene ZENK in

left hemispheres of each bird independently aiming to determine

the NCM or CMM of nonbreeding individuals between exposure to

whether any lateralisation of function was present with this audi-

conspecific song or tones. However, with systemic E2 replacement,

tory perception task. We hypothesised that E2 facilitates auditory

higher ZENK is seen in birds exposed to song.27 These effects are

rhythm discrimination in zebra finches. Based on this hypothesis

not the result of an increase in ZENK in response to conspecific song

and our previous results, we predicted that, with no hormone ma-

but, instead, to a decrease in response to tones.27 Similar patterns of

nipulation, greater ZENK expression would be detected in birds ex-

ZENK expression are seen in brain regions within the social behaviour

posed to arrhythmic compared to rhythmic song. Furthermore, we

network28 including the Tn, where birds in the breeding season have

expected that this effect would be attenuated by fadrozole treat-

greater ZENK expression in response to song than to tones or silence,

ment and exaggerated by E2 treatment.

and exogenous E2 induces this difference in nonbreeding birds.28
Taken together, the results of these studies suggest a strong role for E2
in auditory processing in songbirds.
Evidence of lateralisation of processing of ecologically relevant auditory stimuli has been seen in both humans and songbirds. Linguistic

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 | Subjects

perception appears consistently left lateralised in humans (29).

Zebra finches (54 males and 54 females, nine birds in each combina-

Although many studies have detected lateral differences in conspe-

tion of sex, hormone treatment and song stimulus type; final group

cific song processing in zebra finches, the data are less consistent than

sizes presented in Table 1) hatched and were raised in walk-in aviar-

those seen in humans. Depending on the housing conditions, auditory

ies (2.5′×6′×5′), housing five to seven pairs of adult birds and their

stimuli employed and technique used to assess neural activity, right or

offspring. Birds were kept under a 12:12 hours light/dark cycle, and

left lateralisation of function have been detected.30-34 Thus, although

given ad lib. access to water, seed (Kaytee Finch Feed; Chilton, WI,

the function of and conditions leading to lateral response specificity

USA), gravel and cuttlebone. The birds received weekly dietary sup-

in zebra finches remain somewhat unclear, the data do suggest some

plementation with spinach, oranges, bread and hard boiled chicken

lateral specialisation of the processing of ecologically relevant auditory

eggs. When birds were a minimum of 90 days of age, they were trans-

stimuli.

ferred to walk-in single sex aviaries of the same dimensions housing

A growing body of evidence links rhythmic ability to linguistic

30-60 birds and allowed to acclimate to their new housing conditions

skills in humans. In young adults, a positive correlation exists be-

for at least 10 days. These aviaries maintained auditory and visual

tween the ability to process rhythmic sequences and language and

contact with birds in the opposite sex aviary, as well as mixed sex

literacy skills.35 In addition, deficits in rhythm processing have been

aviaries. Birds remained in the single sex aviaries until the start of

|
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TABLE 1

ZENK+ cells mm-2 mean ± SE for the caudomedial nidopallium (NCM), caudomedial mesopallium (CMM) and nucleus taeniae (Tn)
Fadrozole

CMM

Right
Left

NCM

Right
Left

Tn
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Right
Left

Control

Oestradiol

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Rhythmic

433.5 ± 60.6 (7)

431.9 ± 32.4 (9)

486.0 ± 59.2 (7)

520.0 ± 48.1 (9)

382.9 ± 39.0 (9)

502.2 ± 43.4 (9)

Arrhythmic

344.5 ± 61.4 (7)

430.3 ± 33.5 (9)

437.9 ± 41.6 (9)

552.3 ± 49.2 (9)

334.0 ± 59.8 (7)

450.4 ± 53.5 (9)

Rhythmic

486.7 ± 59.7 (7)

519.1 ± 53.4 (9)

564.4 ± 90.8 (7)

613.3 ± 63.8 (9)

416.7 ± 46.6 (9)

559.9 ± 60.5 (9)

Arrhythmic

393.6 ± 71.0 (7)

588.2 ± 67.3 (9)

505.5 ± 60.0 (9)

570.3 ± 38.3 (9v

393.6 ± 74.7 (7)

500.5 ± 58.9 (9)

Rhythmic

285.7 ± 56.4 (7)

315.1 ± 61.0 (9)

499.7 ± 79.9 (7)

259.0 ± 31.6 (9)

321.3 ± 69.9 (9)

264.4 ± 38.2 (9)

Arrhythmic

256.7 ± 62.6 (7)

306.8 ± 54.5 (9)

410.6 ± 66.4 (9)

217.9 ± 37.9 (9)

287.4 ± 101.8 (7)

341.4 ± 33.8 (9)

Rhythmic

302.6 ± 45.1 (7)

357.5 ± 65.5 (9)

431.0 ± 52.8 (7)

259.3 ± 25.6 (9)

394.5 ± 102.9 (9)

339.3 ± 85.3 (9)

Arrhythmic

307.5 ± 71.6 (7)

279.1 ± 52.0 (9)

532.2 ± 120.2 (9)

266.2 ± 42.1 (9)

420.3 ± 92.34 (7)

352.7 ± 41.7 (9)

Rhythmic

248.8 ± 32.2 (7)

348.7 ± 47.4 (9)

416.3 ± 80.2 (7)

315.1 ± 43.3 (9)

199.2 ± 41.4 (9)

328.5 ± 62.6 (9)

Arrhythmic

225.4 ± 52.2 (7)

330.5 ± 54.4 (9)

280.7 ± 63.1 (9)

215.5 ± 32.5 (9)

192.1 ± 62.6 (7)

300.8 ± 57.6 (9)

Rhythmic

258.6 ± 32.1 (7)

394.6 ± 49.7 (9)

474.1 ± 70.7 (7)

476.1 ± 43.1 (9)

289.3 ± 53.1 (9)

364.0 ± 70.8 (9)

Arrhythmic

378.1 ± 98.0 (7)

349.6 ± 75.6 (9)

347.7 ± 57.7 (9)

332.4 ± 54.1 (9)

264.8 ± 52.3 (7)

369.7 ± 59.4 (9)

The sample size is indicated in parenthesis.

hormone manipulation. All birds were between 0.59 and 1.77 years

the following 6 days, each bird was given the same injection of saline

old with an average age of 1.2 years at the time of song exposure. All

or fadrozole into the right breast muscle as had been initially received.

procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use

The effect of fadrozole on aromatase activity was not directly assessed

Committee of Michigan State University.

in the present study, although previous research has indicated that
this schedule and dose of fadrozole treatment results in a two-third
reduction in aromatase activity in the telencephalon of adult male and

2.2 | Hormone manipulation

female zebra finches 24 hours following the last injection.26

Three groups were created: circulating E2 was (i) increased via implants and (ii) decreased using fadrozole injections; and (iii) control
birds were treated with appropriate vehicles. Because fadrozole is

2.3 | Stimulus exposure

water soluble and is commonly administered via injections in a saline

One day following the final injection of saline or fadrozole, birds were

vehicle, and E2 is lipid soluble and most easily administered via long-

exposed to auditory stimuli to evaluate induced ZENK expression.

term treatment in Silastic capsules,47 we gave each group both an

Rhythmic and arrhythmic zebra finch songs were utilised from our

implant and daily injections to ensure that all treatment groups experi-

previous studies on un-manipulated adult41 and juvenile (unpublished

48

data) zebra finches. All songs used in this experiment were novel to

E2 capsules were created by packing 2 mm of 17β-E2 (Steraloids,

all subjects. Rhythmic stimuli were natural zebra finch songs with no

Newport, RI, USA) into a 5-mm length of Silastic tubing and sealing

alteration to the timing of the syllables. Arrhythmic stimuli were cre-

the ends with silicone. Blank pellets were sealed without packing with

ated using the same songs utilised as rhythmic stimuli and modifying

hormone. Birds were fully anaesthetised with isoflurane and a blank

the duration of the inter syllable intervals aiming to disrupt the natural

or E2 pellet was implanted s.c. over the left breast muscle, and the

rhythmic structure of the songs. Nine songs of each type were gener-

incision was sealed with collodion. All birds were then injected with

ated, and three subsets of the songs each containing three songs were

0.05 mL of 0.1 mg mL-1 Eloxiject (Henry Schein Animal Health, Dublin,

assembled. Birds were placed, one at a time, into an acoustic isolation

enced the same manipulations. In accordance with a previous study,

OH, USA) i.p. for analgesia.

chamber (252-Mini Sound Shelter; IAC Acoustics, Bronx, NY, USA), a

Birds implanted with E2 pellets were injected with 10 μL of saline

novel environment, and allowed to habituate for 1 hour. Each bird was

into the right breast muscle. Those administered blank pellets were

then exposed to one of the subsets of three songs, with all songs pre-

injected with 10 μL of saline (control group) or 10 μL of fadrozole

sented at approximately 70 dB. One of the three songs was repeated

(10 μg μL-1; Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) (fadrozole group) into

for 30 seconds, followed by 30 seconds of silence. This pattern was

the right breast muscle. The initial injection was administered imme-

repeated for 30 minutes, with the order of the songs being determined

diately following the implant surgery when birds were anaesthetised.

randomly. Immediately following the presentation of the stimuli, the

Birds were then housed in small cages with one or two other birds of

birds were euthanised by rapid decapitation, and the brains were flash

the same treatment group and sex, in a room where auditory and vi-

frozen in methyl butane to capture peak expression of ZENK mRNA.49

sual contact with the birds in the aviaries was maintained. On each of

Blood was collected from the neck following decapitation for analysis

4 of 10
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of E2 levels. Blood samples were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 10 621g
at 4°C and plasma was separated and stored at −80°C until processed

Individual colonies were selected and allowed to grow overnight in
LB with 100 μg mL-1 ampicillin. DNA was isolated using the Wizard

for radioimmunoassay. Retention of implants was confirmed following

Plus SV Minipreps DNA Purification System (Promega, Madison, WI,

death.

USA) and the sequence of the insert was confirmed in both directions.

All song exposures were recorded using a Vixia HF R300 cam-

Bacteria were then regrown in LB with 100 μg mL-1 ampicillin and DNA

corder (Canon USA, Melville, NY, USA). Recordings were reviewed to

was isolated using the NucleoBond Xtra Maxi kit (Macherey-Nagel,

ensure birds did not sing and no extraneous background noise existed

Bethlehem, PA, USA). The DNA was linearised with SalI (T3) and EcoRI

that might influence their auditory responses.

(T7) restriction enzymes and stored at −20°C. Antisense (T3) and sense
(T7) probes were transcribed in accordance with the manufacturer instructions for the Digoxigenin RNA Labeling Kit (Roche Diagnostics,

2.4 | Radioimmunoassay

Indianapolis, IN, USA). The probes were purified by filtering through a

To obtain a general estimate of effectiveness of the hormone ma-

column made with G50 Sephadex beads and stored at −80°C overnight.

nipulations, a single radioimmunoassay was conducted in a manner

As a result of the large number of brain samples, tissue was pro-

adapted from Svec and Wade.

48

Parallelism and accurate detection

cessed in four runs with all groups represented in every run. One series

of known quantities of E2 were first demonstrated with recently col-

of slides from each animal was processed using in situ hybridisation for

lected zebra finch plasma (data not shown). Samples were analysed

ZENK with antisense probes, and a second series from a minimum of two

in three individuals from each combination of conditions (two sexes,

animals was used in each run for a control to confirm the absence of la-

three hormone manipulations and two types of auditory stimuli). To

belling with sense probes (not shown). Tissue was warmed to room tem-

provide an estimate of recovery following extraction, 2000 dpm of

perature and then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 minutes. Slides

3

H-E2 (70 Ci mmol-1; NET317250UC; Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA,

were rinsed 3×3 minutes in 0.1 mol L-1 PBS, and incubated in 0.25%

USA) was incubated at 4°C overnight with 100 μL of plasma from con-

acetic anhydride in triethanolamine-hydrochloride for 10 minutes. They

trol and fadrozole treated birds and 40 μL of plasma from E2 treated

were then washed 3×5 minutes in PBS and allowed to equilibrate in hy-

birds. Steroids were then extracted twice with diethyl ether and then

bridisation buffer for 1 hour. Slides were incubated at 56°C overnight in

samples were dried under nitrogen. They were resuspended in 5 μL of

250 ng μL-1 antisense or sense probe in hybridisation buffer and then,

100% ethanol and then combined with 500 μL of phosphate-buffered

the next day, they were rinsed 2×5 min in 2×saline-sodium citrate (SSC)

saline (PBS) with gelatin and stored overnight at 4°C. A competitive

at 60°C. The slides were then incubated in 20 μg mL-1 RNase in 2×SSC

binding assay was completed in duplicate samples, with a serially di-

at 37°C for 30 minutes, rinsed for 15 minutes in 0.2×SSC at 37°C, and

luted standard curve (0.98-250 pg E2) in triplicate, by adding an E2

then 3×5 minutes in 0.2×SSC at 60°C. The brain sections were allowed

antibody (7010-2650; Bio-Rad AbD Serotec Inc., Raleigh, NC, USA)

to return to room temperature, then rinsed 3×5 minutes in maleic acid

3

with H-E2 and incubating overnight at 4°C. Six aliquots of a sample

buffer with 0.1% Tween-20 (MABT). The slides were incubated in 0.9%

containing a known concentration of E2 were used to determine intra-

H2O2 in MABT for 30 minutes and rinsed 3×5 minutes in MABT. They

assay precision, and water blanks were added as controls (n=4). The

were incubated in 5% normal sheep serum in MABT for 30 minutes,

next day, dextran-coated charcoal (0.025% dextran and 0.25% char-

then rinsed 3×5 minutes in MABT. Next, the slides were incubated in

coal in PBS) was added and centrifuged at 1934g for 25 minutes at

0.5 μL mL-1 anti-digoxigenin-AP Fab fragments (Roche Diagnostics)

4°C to remove unbound tracer. The remaining sample was combined

in MABT for 2 hours, and then rinsed 2×3 minutes in MABT. Slides

with scintillation fluid (UltimaGold; Perkin Elmer) and analysed with a

were rinsed 3×5 minutes in detection buffer to equilibrate. The colour

scintillation counter (Tri-Carb 2910 TR; Perkin Elmer). E2 levels were

reaction was performed by incubating slides in 4.5 μL mL-1 NBT and

calculated by standardising samples for individual recovery (ranging

3.5 μL mL-1 BCIP (Roche Diagnostics) in detection buffer for 1 hour and

from 50% to 82%) and the volume was assayed and compared with

55 minutes. This produced a blue reaction product in specific cells in

the standard curve. The intra-assay coefficient of variation was 12.7%.

sections treated with the antisense probe and no labelling in those exposed to the sense probe. Slides were rinsed 3×5 minutes in TE buffer

2.5 | Tissue processing

to stop the colour reaction, and then dehydrated and coverslipped with
VectaMount (Vector Laboratories Inc., Burlingame, CA, USA). A quali-

Brains were sectioned coronally into six series at 20 μm and thaw

tative assessment of the overall staining revealed numerous brain re-

mounted onto SuperFrost Plus slides (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH,

gions with minimal or no ZENK labelling, including HVC and the robust

USA). All series were stored at −80°C until further processing. One

nucleus of the arcopallium, indicating the specificity of the response in

series from each animal was stained with thionin to facilitate identifi-

auditory and social behaviour network regions.

cation of neuroanatomy.
ZENK mRNA expression in individual cells was visualised by in

An investigator who was blind to the stimulus exposure condition, sex and age of the birds conducted analysis of all slides using

situ hybridisation. Bacteria containing a pBlueScript SK+ plasmid

imagej

with a clone of the zebra finch zenk gene were obtained from the

of interest were analysed bilaterally in two adjacent sections. Boxes

(National Institutes of Health, Bethesda MD, USA). All regions

Songbird ESTIMA clone collection.50 Bacteria were grown overnight

were placed within the NCM, CMM and Tn as described and de-

on lysogeny broth (LB) agar plates containing 100 μg mL-1 ampicillin.

picted previously,41 and all cells containing a blue filled cytoplasm

|
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and a clear hole of a nucleus that were the appropriate size and

5 of 10

right (F1,88=35.917, P<.001) (Figure 2). A main effect of sex was

shape were counted. For NCM, a 0.525×0.393 mm box was placed

detected (F1,88=8.557, P=.004) (Figure 2), such that females had a

with the medial corner under the hippocampus at the point where

greater density of ZENK expressing cells than males. The hormone

the ventricle begins to curve ventrally to run parallel with the mid-

manipulation also produced a significant effect on ZENK expression

line. For CMM, a 0.496×0.205 mm box was placed the ventricle just

(F2,88=3.468, P=.036) (Figure 2). Although post-hoc comparisons in-

lateral to where it curves ventrally toward the midline between A 1.6

dicated no significant differences between any of the three groups,

and A 1.2 from a songbird brain atlas.51 For Tn, a 0.238×0.244 mm

on average, the density of ZENK+ cells was highest in the control

box was placed near the ventral edge of the telencephalic lobe

birds compared to those with hormone manipulations. No main ef-

where a corner is formed by the ventral and medal edges of the

fect of rhythm stimulus type was detected (F1,88=1.308, P=.256) and

lobe. The density of ZENK expressing cells (labelled nuclei per unit

no significant interactions were detected between any of the vari-

area) was calculated for each brain region and average density val-

ables (all F<1.338, P>.267). Data for individual groups are presented

ues were calculated for each region of interest in each hemisphere.

in Table 1.

2.6 | Statistical analysis

3.3 | Caudomedial nidopallium

A few animals were excluded from analysis of a particular brain re-

As seen in the CMM, a significant main effect of hemisphere was

gion as a result of damage to individual tissue sections. Final sam-

detected with a greater density of ZENK expressing cells on the

ple sizes are indicated in Table 1. Separate mixed model ANOVAs

left compared to the right (F1,88=8.586, P=.004) (Figure 3). An in-

were conducted for each brain region with a hemisphere as a within

crease in these cells was also found in males compared to females

subjects factor and sex, hormone manipulation and stimulus type

(F1,88=4.253, P=.042) (Figure 3). No main effects of stimulus rhyth-

(rhythmic or arrhythmic) as between subjects factors. A main effect

micity (F1,88=0.014, P=.908) or hormone manipulation (F2,88=0.886,

of hormone in the CMM was followed with a post-hoc Scheffe test to

P=.416) were detected.

determine which pairs of hormone conditions differed. Two-way and

Two interactions were detected among variables, which are de-

three-way interactions detected within the NCM were each probed

scribed immediately below. None of the other possible interactions

with subsequent ANOVAs within groups. Bonferroni corrections

among hemisphere, sex, rhythm type and treatment were statistically

were used to adjust for multiple comparisons, with adjusted α-levels

significant (all F<2.578, P>.081). Data for the individual groups are pre-

being indicated with each result. A one-way ANOVA was conducted

sented in Table 1.

on plasma oestradiol levels with hormone manipulation as a factor.

First, there was an interaction between sex and hormone treat-

Because only a subset of the birds in each group was evaluated, the

ment (F2,88=4.196, P=.018) (Figure 4). This result was probed in two

data were collapsed across sex and stimulus type; we assumed that

ways. We conducted separate one-way ANOVAs within each sex with

these factors would not influence estimates of the effectiveness of

hormone condition as a factor and no effect of hormone treatment

E2 treatments. All statistics were calculated using

spss

(IBM Corp.,

Armonk, NY, USA).

was detected in males or females (F2,43=2.915, P=.065; F2,51=1.541,
P=.224, respectively; α=0.025). We also used independent t-tests

3 | RESULTS

Two samples were eliminated from analysis as a result of technical
mistakes. Five samples, two from fadrozole-treated and three from the
control birds, were below the limit of detectability for this assay. To be
conservative, they were assigned the lowest detectable value for the
purpose of statistical analysis. A significant effect of hormone treatment
on circulating E2 levels was detected (F2,31=150.10, P<.001) (Figure 1).
A post-hoc Scheffe test indicated a greater concentration of the hor-

Oestradiol in plasma (ng ml–1)

3.1 | Hormone manipulation

*

4

3

2

1

mone in the E2-treated compared to both the control and fadrozole-
treated groups (both P<.05). However, the values were not significantly
different in the control and fadrozole-treated groups (P>.05).

3.2 | Caudomedial mesopallium
A significant main effect of hemisphere was detected, with a greater
density of ZENK expressing cells in the left hemisphere than the

0
Control

Fadrozole

Oestradiol

F I G U R E 1 Concentration of oestradiol detected in plasma. A
significant increase in the concentration detected in oestradiol-
treated compared to control or fadrozole-treated birds is indicated
by an asterisk (*). No difference was detected between control and
fadrozole treated birds

|
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F I G U R E 2 Density of cells expressing ZENK in the caudomedial
mesopallium (CMM). (A) Depiction of this measure across sexes
and hormone conditions (mean ± SEM). Data are collapsed across
stimulus type (rhythmic and arrhythmic) because no significant
effects of this variable were detected. A main effect of hemisphere,
with greater density of ZENK expression on the left, is indicated
by an asterisk (*). A main effect of sex (female>male) is indicated
by different uppercase letters within the bars. (B) Representative
examples of ZENK expression in birds exposed to arrhythmic song
in the left and right hemisphere of a female, and the left and right
hemisphere of a male
to analyse the effect of sex within each of the hormone manipulations. Here, within control birds, a greater density of ZENK expressing

Male

Male

50 µm

F I G U R E 3 ZENK expressing cells in the caudomedial nidopallium
(NCM). (A) Depiction of the density of cells containing ZENK mRNA
across the sexes and auditory stimuli (mean ± SEM). A main effect of
hemisphere, with greater expression on the left, is indicated by an
asterisk (*). Different uppercase letters within the bars indicate a main
effect of sex, with greater ZENK expression in males compared to
females. A three-way interaction was detected. Greater ZENK density
was seen on the left than the right in arrhythmic song exposed males,
indicated by a triangle (Δ). (B) Representative samples of ZENK
expression in control males and females exposed to rhythmic song

3.4 | Nucleus taeniae

cells was present in males compared to females (t30=3.728, P=.001;

Similar to both auditory regions, there was a significant main effect of hem-

α=0.017), whereas no effect of sex was detected in the fadrozole- 

isphere, with a greater density of ZENK expressing cells in the left com-

(t30=0.462, P=.648; α=0.017) or E2-treated (t30=0.465, P=.645;

pared to the right hemisphere (F1,88=18.936, P<.001). There were no main

α=0.017) animals.
Second, there was a significant three-way interaction between

effects of sex (F1,88=2.545, P=.114), rhythm type (F1,88=2.324, P=.131) or
hormone manipulation (F2,88=1.963, P=.147). There were also no signifi-

hemisphere, sex and rhythm stimulus type (F1,88=5.164, P=.025)

cant interactions between any combination of hemisphere, sex, rhythm

(Figure 3). This result was further investigated with two-way, mixed-

type and hormone (all F<2.606, P>.079). Data are presented in Table 1.

model ANOVAs (hemisphere×sex) within each auditory stimulus. A
sex×hemisphere interaction was detected in birds exposed to arrhythmic (F1,48=5.804, P=.020) but not rhythmic (F1,48=0.475, P=.494) song.
Therefore, within birds exposed to the arrhythmic song only, paired t-
tests were used to assess the effects of hemisphere within each of the
two sexes. The only significant effect detected was an increased den-

4 | DISCUSSION
4.1 | Summary of specific effects
Across the NCM, CMM and Tn, a greater density of cells expressing

sity of cells expressing ZENK mRNA in the left compared to the right

ZENK mRNA was detected in the left hemisphere. Sex differences in

hemisphere of arrhythmic song exposed males (t22=2.917, P=.008,

ZENK expression were detected in both auditory regions, although

α=0.0125) (Figure 3).

in opposite directions, with a higher density of cells in males in the
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tigated.41 Several methodological aspects may relate to the differences
between studies. For example, birds in the present study were housed
with only one or two conspecifics, whereas they were kept in large
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group aviaries in our earlier work. It is possible that the current conditions were more stressful. Keeping zebra finches individually housed at

400

the same time as maintaining auditory and visual contact with conspecifics can cause changes in ZENK expression in the social behaviour net-

300

work, which includes Tn.52 The experience of undergoing anaesthesia, a
200

hormone implant, and a week of daily injections likely also induced some
stress compared to our earlier study on adults. Future studies could as-

100

sess cortisol levels to assess the stress effects of the manipulations.
Perhaps the most important difference between our studies, how-

0
Control

Fadrozole

Oestradiol

ever, involved the quantification of ZENK protein in the earlier work41
versus mRNA in the present study. This change was made because
the antibody used in the previous study was no longer available. The

(B)

relationship between mRNA and protein expression can vary widely
between genes and tissue types.53,54
Previous studies assessing the timeline of peak ZENK mRNA expression in the zebra finch brain have not compared across sexes,
hemispheres or brain regions. Thus, without an unstimulated control
group for comparison, the possibility remains that sex and laterality
differences detected in the present study were influenced by auditory
exposure prior to our testing, as a result of possible variability in the

50 µm
Female

Male

F I G U R E 4 ZENK expression in the the caudomedial nidopallium
(NCM) of males and females across hormone manipulations. (A)
Depiction of the density of cells (mean ± SEM) across the three
treatment groups. An interaction was detected; expression was
greater in males than females only in the control animals, indicated by
an asterisk (*). (B) Representative images from a control female and
male

ZENK expression timeline.
The results of the present study also differ from studies indicating the capacity of E2 to improve auditory discrimination to types of
stimuli not used in the present experiment, such as conspecific vs heterospecific song, tones, reverse song or white noise.23,24,27,28,55 It is
unclear whether E2 can also modulate responses to auditory rhythms
because the anticipated difference between our stimulus types was
not detected. Further work is needed to resolve this issue. NCM is
a large, heterogeneous brain region. In white-throated sparrows, E2
enhances the ZENK response to song compared to tones in the rostral

NCM and in females in the CMM. An effect of hormone manipulation

and medial portions of NCM but not in other regions of the nucleus.55

was also seen in the CMM, and, although no pairwise comparisons

The white-
throated sparrow brains were sectioned in the sagittal

were statistically significant, the pattern suggested greater ZENK ex-

plane,55 whereas the brains in the present study were sectioned cor-

pression in the control birds compared to both the E2- and fadrozole-

onally to maintain consistency with our earlier work.41 Although the

treated groups, across both sexes and song stimuli.

area of NCM analysed here is likely in the rostral region described in

Statistically significant interactions were detected just in the NCM.

the sparrow study, it is difficult to make exact comparisons across dif-

In the control group only, the density of cells expressing ZENK mRNA

ferent planes of section. It is possible that regions other than where we

was greater in males than females. ZENK expressing cells were also in-

sampled might show an effect of E2.

creased in the left compared to the right hemisphere in males exposed
to arrhythmic but not rhythmic, song. Thus, these groups contributed
substantially to the main effect of hemisphere. In the present study,

It is also possible that the hormone manipulations did not provide sufficiently large differences in brain E2 availability from the
control group, although we think this is unlikely. Although our assay

the effects of rhythmicity of the song stimulus were limited, although

was not sufficiently sensitive to detect a significant reduction in

they may have been reduced by particular methodological differences

circulating E2 in fadrozole compared to the control birds, the same

from our earlier studies.41

fadrozole administration over only 6 days substantially reduces aromatase in the forebrain as a whole,26 where NCM, CMM and Tn are

4.2 | Methodological issues

located. The pattern of ZENK expression across manipulations also

The lack of effects as a result of song stimulus type differs from our

difference detected in the NCM in control animals was eliminated

previous finding of an increased density of ZENK+ cells in response to

by this drug.

indicates that fadrozole was effective in the brain because the sex

8 of 10
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A final methodological consideration is the duration of the hormone manipulations. E2 is rapidly synthesised in the NCM of zebra

4.4 | Caudomedial mesopallium

finches in response to conspecific song.22,23 In addition, the effects

The sex difference in the CMM, with greater ZENK expression in

of E2 on auditory responses can appear rapidly and are likely me-

females compared to males, parallels results from our previous study

diated through a non-classical membrane bound receptor such as

with adult zebra finches without hormone manipulations.41 The

GPER1 (previously known as GPR30).14 Continuous exposure to E2

quality of songs is an indicator to females of the fitness of males.58

for 1 week may have overwhelmed these rapid E2 responses, wash-

Thus, the consistent increase in activity in females compared to

ing out any modulation of auditory response that increased E2 may

males in the CMM may relate to female use of the CMM for evalu-

facilitate. We chose to use a longer-term E2 modulation because it

ation of songs of potential mates, a function typically not employed

provided a minimally invasive way to influence E2 levels that had

by males.

the possibility of impacting modulation through multiple E2 receptor

The trend for increased ZENK expression in control animals com-

types.26 Future studies using infusion of fadrozole or E2 into the NCM

pared to those treated with either E2 or fadrozole suggests that an

could allow for an assessment of the rapid effects of E2 on rhythm

optimal level of the hormone may exist. This pattern of results is

perception.

consistent with a study that found a trend in the NCM for a reduced
electrophysiological response to novel conspecific song in fadrozole- 
and E2-
treated birds compared to saline-
treated controls.59 Taken

4.3 | Lateralisation

together, these results suggest that too much or too little available

The finding in the present study of a higher density of cells express-

E2 within the auditory forebrain may inhibit optimal neural responses

ing ZENK mRNA in the left hemisphere across brain regions adds

to auditory stimuli. Fadrozole can reduce both the aromatase activity

to a complex literature on lateralisation of auditory perception. In

within the zebra finch brain26 and the total amount of E2 present in

humans, left lateralisation of linguistic functions appears consistent

the telencephalon.60 Although our assay did not detect differences

across production and perception (29). These results parallel the

in plasma E2 levels between the control and fadrozole treated birds,

left lateralisation following perception of conspecific vocalisations

those receiving the oestrogen synthesis inhibitor likely experienced

in the present study. However, the literature available for songbirds

less E2 availability in the auditory brain as a result of decreased local

is less consistent than that available for humans. Similar to the pre-

synthesis, as well as a possible reduction in the E2 released within the

sent experiment, increased ZENK expression was detected in the

NCM during song exposure.22,23

left NCM of juvenile zebra finches exposed to novel conspecific
song.30 However, the same study did not find lateral differences
in adults. Our previous work on juvenile zebra finches, using the

4.5 | Caudomedial nidopallium

same auditory stimuli as the present study, did not initially assess

By contrast to the effect seen in the CMM, a greater density of cells

hemisphere as a factor (unpublished data), although further analysis

expressing ZENK mRNA was seen in males compared to females in the

of the data reveals no significant differences in the density of cells

NCM. Although this effect was not detected in our previous study,41

expressing ZENK protein between the left and right sides of the

a similar pattern of activity was detected in the NCM of zebra finches

brain. Electrophysiological studies have also provided mixed results.

using electrophysiology, with males showing an enhanced response

Increased response strength in the left hemisphere has been de-

to novel conspecific songs compared to females.59 The interaction

31

between hormone manipulation and sex in the present study indi-

Zebra finches exposed to 4 or 9 days of a heterospecific acoustic

cates that this sex difference is limited to the control animals. Similar

environment also showed left lateralisation of electrophysiological

to the present data from the CMM, this result suggests that there

tected among fast-learning birds trained in a GO/NoGO paradigm.

responses in the NCM,32 whereas those housed under typical condi-

may be an optimal level of circulating E2, and an increase or decrease

tions with conspecific song exposure showed right lateralisation of

can diminish sex differences in auditory processing. In addition, the

NCM activity.32,33 A functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)

opposite directions of sex differences between the NCM and CMM

study indicated greater differences in response strength between

may indicate that these areas are functionally specialised. Specifically,

bird’s own song, novel conspecific song, tutor song and tones in the

the NCM may be more involved in processing by males for nest site

right hemisphere of the zebra finch brain.34 By contrast, in another

defence, whereas the CMM may aid in processing of song for value

fMRI study, the data suggest greater activation of the left hemi-

as a potential mate.

56

The

The interaction between sex, hemisphere and rhythmicity of the

same study also found greater influence of aromatase inhibition on

song stimuli in the NCM could present a challenge for interpretation.

neural activity in the left hemisphere.56 Given the inconsistencies

A significant increase in ZENK expression in the left relative to the

that can be detected across different measures of neural activity,

right hemisphere was detected only in males exposed to arrhythmic

and the fact that it is possible for neurones to fire without inducing

song; it is difficult to speculate on potential reasons for such a specific

ZENK expression,57 further work is necessary to draw conclusions

effect. However, a trend for a greater density of ZENK+ cells in the left

about the functional significance of lateral differences in gene ex-

hemisphere existed in all other combinations of sex and rhythm type.

pression detected in the present study.

Thus, although data from these males was largely responsible for the

sphere (although lateralisation was not specifically assessed).
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main effect of lateralisation in NCM, it is unlikely that this interaction
represents a functional difference across groups.

4.6 | Nucleus taeniae
The lack of effect of stimulus rhythmicity detected in Tn contrasts
with the results previously seen in adults that did not receive hormone manipulations,41 although both studies are consistent in finding
no sex differences in ZENK expression in Tn. It would be parsimonious to suggest that the hormone manipulations in the present study
eliminated the increased response to arrhythmic song;41 however,
the control birds also responded similarly to the two types of auditory stimuli (Table 1). Thus, other differences from our previous study
likely influenced the results.

5 | CONCLUSIONS
Overall, the results of the present study suggest a strong left lateralisation of neural activity in response to conspecific songs across brain
regions, regardless of E2 levels or rhythm type. This effect parallels
the lateralisation of language seen in humans. In addition, the data
suggest the possibility of an optimal level of E2 at which these neural
responses are strongest. Sex differences were also opposite between
auditory regions, with greater activity in the NCM in males and in the
CMM in females. Further studies are needed to clarify potential relationships between E2 and rhythm perception, as well as the functional significance of sex differences and lateral differences in gene
expression.
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